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PART 15
Immune-mediated, Inflammatory, and Rheumatologic Disorders

• NK T cells—innate-like lymphocytes that use an invariant T cell
receptor (TCR)-α chain combined with a limited set of TCR-β
chains and coexpress receptors commonly found on NK cells. NK
T cells recognize lipid antigens of bacterial, viral, fungal, and protozoal infectious agents.
• Pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs)—Invariant
molecular structures expressed by large groups of microorganisms
that are recognized by host cellular pattern recognition receptors in
the mediation of innate immunity.
• Pattern recognition receptors (PRRs)—germline-encoded receptors
expressed by cells of the innate immune system that recognize PAMPs.
• Polyreactive natural antibodies—preexisting low-affinity antibodies
produced by B cells that cross-react with multiple antigens and are
available at the time of infection to bind to and coat the invading
pathogen and harness innate responses to slow the infection until
an adaptive high-affinity protective antibody response can be made.
• T cell exhaustion—state of T cells when the persistence of antigen
disrupts memory T cell function, resulting in defects in memory
T cell responses. Most frequently occurs in malignancies and in
chronic viral infections such as HIV-1 and hepatitis C.
• T cell receptor (TCR) for antigen—complex of surface molecules
that rearrange during postnatal T cell development made up of clonotypic TCR-α and -β chains that are associated with the CD3 complex composed of invariant γ, δ, ε, ζ, and η chains. TCR-α and -β
chains recognize peptide fragments of protein antigen physically
bound in antigen-presenting cell MHC class I or II molecules, leading to signaling via the CD3 complex to mediate effector functions.
• T follicular helper T cells (Tfh)—CD4 T cells in B cell follicle germinal centers that produce IL-4 and IL-21 and drive B cell development and affinity maturation in peripheral lymphoid tissues such
as lymph node and spleen.
• TH17 T cells—CD4 T cells that secrete IL-17, IL-22, and IL-26 and
play roles in autoimmune inflammatory disorders as well as defend
against bacterial and fungal pathogens.
• T lymphocytes—thymus-derived lymphocytes that mediate adaptive cellular immune responses including T helper, T regulatory,
and cytotoxic T lymphocyte effector cell functions.
• Tolerance—B and T cell nonresponsiveness to antigens that results
from encounter with foreign or self-antigens by B and T lymphocytes in the absence of expression of antigen-presenting cell
co-stimulatory molecules. Tolerance to antigens may be induced
and maintained by multiple mechanisms either centrally (in the
thymus for T cells or bone marrow for B cells) or peripherally at
sites throughout the peripheral immune system.
INTRODUCTION
The human immune system has evolved over millions of years from
both invertebrate and vertebrate organisms to develop sophisticated
defense mechanisms to protect the host from microbes and their virulence factors. The normal immune system has three key properties: a
highly diverse repertoire of antigen receptors that enables recognition
of a nearly infinite range of pathogens; immune memory, to mount
rapid recall immune responses; and immunologic tolerance, to avoid
immune damage to normal self-tissues. From invertebrates, humans
have inherited the innate immune system, an ancient defense system
that uses germline-encoded proteins to recognize pathogens. Cells of
the innate immune system, such as macrophages, dendritic cells, and
NK lymphocytes, recognize PAMPs that are highly conserved among
many microbes and use a diverse set of PRR molecules. Important components of the recognition of microbes by the innate immune system
include recognition by germline-encoded host molecules, recognition
of key microbe virulence factors but not recognition of self-molecules,
and nonrecognition of benign foreign molecules or microbes. Upon
contact with pathogens, macrophages and NK cells may kill pathogens
directly or, in concert with dendritic cells, may activate a series of events
that both slow the infection and recruit the more recently evolved arm
of the human immune system, the adaptive immune system.
Adaptive immunity is found only in vertebrates and is based on
the generation of antigen receptors on T and B lymphocytes by gene

rearrangements, such that individual T or B cells express unique antigen
receptors on their surface capable of specifically recognizing diverse
antigens of the myriad infectious agents in the environment. Coupled
with finely tuned specific recognition mechanisms that maintain tolerance (nonreactivity) to self-antigens, T and B lymphocytes bring both
specificity and immune memory to vertebrate host defenses.
This chapter describes the cellular components, key molecules
(Table 372e-1), and mechanisms that make up the innate and adaptive
immune systems and describes how adaptive immunity is recruited to
the defense of the host by innate immune responses. An appreciation
of the cellular and molecular bases of innate and adaptive immune
responses is critical to understanding the pathogenesis of inflammatory, autoimmune, infectious, and immunodeficiency diseases.
THE INNATE IMMUNE SYSTEM
All multicellular organisms, including humans, have developed the
use of a limited number of surface and intracellular germline-encoded
molecules that recognize large groups of pathogens. Because of
the myriad human pathogens, host molecules of the human innate
immune system sense “danger signals” and either recognize PAMPs,
the common molecular structures shared by many pathogens, or recognize host cell molecules produced in response to infection such as
heat shock proteins and fragments of the extracellular matrix. PAMPs
must be conserved structures vital to pathogen virulence and survival,
such as bacterial endotoxin, so that pathogens cannot mutate molecules of PAMPs to evade human innate immune responses. PRRs are
host proteins of the innate immune system that recognize PAMPs as
host danger signal molecules (Tables 372e-2 and 372e-3). Thus, recognition of pathogen molecules by hematopoietic and nonhematopoietic
cell types leads to activation/production of the complement cascade,
cytokines, and antimicrobial peptides as effector molecules. In addition,
pathogen PAMPs as host danger signal molecules activate dendritic
cells to mature and to express molecules on the dendritic cell surface
that optimize antigen presentation to respond to foreign antigens.
PATTERN RECOGNITION
Major PRR families of proteins include transmembrane proteins,
such as the Toll-like receptors (TLRs) and C-type lectin receptors
(CLRs), and cytoplasmic proteins, such as the retinoic acid–inducible
gene (RIG)-1-like receptors (RLRs) and NOD-like receptors (NLRs)
(Table 372e-3). A major group of PRR collagenous glycoproteins
with C-type lectin domains are termed collectins and include the
serum protein mannose-binding lectin (MBL). MBL and other collectins, as well as two other protein families—the pentraxins (such as
C-reactive protein and serum amyloid P) and macrophage scavenger
receptors—all have the property of opsonizing (coating) bacteria for
phagocytosis by macrophages and can also activate the complement
cascade to lyse bacteria. Integrins are cell-surface adhesion molecules
that affect attachment between cells and the extracellular matrix and
mediate signal transduction that reflects the chemical composition
of the cell environment. For example, integrins signal after cells bind
bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and activate phagocytic cells to
ingest pathogens.
There are multiple connections between the innate and adaptive
immune systems; these include (1) a plasma protein, LPS-binding
protein, that binds and transfers LPS to the macrophage LPS receptor,
CD14; (2) a human family of proteins called Toll-like receptor proteins
(TLRs), some of which are associated with CD14, bind LPS, and signal
epithelial cells, dendritic cells, and macrophages to produce cytokines
and upregulate cell-surface molecules that signal the initiation of adaptive immune responses (Fig. 372e-1, Tables 372e-3 and 372e-4), and
(3) families of intracellular microbial sensors called NLRs and RLRs.
Proteins in the Toll family can be expressed on macrophages, dendritic
cells, and B cells as well as on a variety of nonhematopoietic cell types,
including respiratory epithelial cells. Eleven TLRs have been identified
in humans, and 13 TLRs have been identified in mice (Tables 372e-4
and 372e-5). Upon ligation, TLRs activate a series of intracellular
events that lead to the killing of bacteria- and viral-infected cells as
well as to the recruitment and ultimate activation of antigen-specific
T and B lymphocytes (Fig. 372e-1). Importantly, signaling by massive

